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DISCOVERY CHANNEL AND COMEDIAN ANDY SAMBERG JOIN FORCES FOR  
24TH ANNUAL ‘SHARK WEEK’ CELEBRATION 

 
-- 2011 Line-Up Includes an In-Depth Look at Great Whites Trolling our Coastlines – 

 
 
(Silver Spring, Md.) – SHARK WEEK, cable television’s longest-running programming event 

and the ultimate summertime ritual, returns to Discovery Channel Sunday, July 31 at 9PM with 

seven all-new specials and some of the most watched shows from recent years.  The 24th 

annual fin-filled celebration will feature Discovery Channel’s new Chief Shark Officer (CSO), 

comedian Andy Samberg.   

 

As CSO, Samberg is featured in the on-air marketing campaign and also puts his own unique 

spin on SHARK CITY.  For the one-hour special, Samberg travels to the Bahamas and takes 

the plunge – literally jumping into the shark-filled waters to introduce viewers to a specific 

group of sharks that live off the shores of Nassau.  They each have their own distinct 

personalities, quirks and feeding patterns.  Learn how they size each other up, what they like to 

eat and what scares THEM.   

 

Also slated for 2011 are shows where great whites are the stars…and they’re everywhere.  In 

GREAT WHITE INVASION, viewers will see that, around the globe, great white sharks seem 

to be coming closer to shore and swimming among unsuspecting humans.  In Australia, South 

Africa and on our own west coast, the great whites swim under surfers as they catch waves and 

in the shallow waters of popular beaches.  If this is happening, why are there so few attacks?  

This is a question everyone wants answered because, no matter where you swim, you’re apt to 

have a close encounter of the great white kind! 

 

- more - 
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Utilizing state-of-the-art tagging technology, JAWS COMES HOME – narrated by Mike Rowe – 

follows five great white sharks as they make their recently discovered 1,200-mile journey up 

and down the eastern seaboard, appearing off Cape Cod and Martha’s Vineyard for the first 

time in nearly 30 years. 

 

Rounding out the week are specials that: analyze shark bites, showing the species’ unique 

forms of hunting in a show featuring Dave Canterbury and Cody Lundin of Discovery’s DUAL 

SURVIVAL; tell the story of the shark attacks off the beaches of South Africa in December 

1957 and what might have been the culprit; look at the unprecedented wave of shark attacks 

that swept the eastern coast of Australia in the summer of 2009 and shark experts’ struggle to 

understand what was happening; and dive into the science behind the premise that sharks may 

“go rogue” and actually target humans. 

 

This year’s SHARK WEEK will also mark the debut of Discovery's first cross-platform co-

viewing application, Shark Week Live. The app, which will be available for iPad, iPhone and at 

SharkWeek.com, will feature content synched to Discovery Channel's primetime SHARK WEEK 

lineup – from behind-the-scenes tidbits and incredible shark facts to quizzes, breathtaking shark 

photos and social media conversation. 

 

Beginning June 30th, fans can order must-have SHARK WEEK gear at DiscoveryStore.com.  

And for the hard-core fans looking to get a jump on one of summer’s biggest celebrations, 

Discovery’s SHARK WEEK: RESTLESS FURY will available on DVD and Blu-ray Disc beginning 

July 19th.  The two-disc set includes perpetual SHARK WEEK favorites ULTIMATE AIR JAWS 

and SHARKBITE BEACH. 

 

Last year's SHARK WEEK was watched by 30.8 million people, making it the most-watched 

SHARK WEEK on record*.  On the social media front, conversation around the iconic annual 

event took over Facebook status updates and Twitter streams throughout the week. SHARK 

WEEK and shark-related topics trended across U.S. and worldwide audiences on Twitter, 

staying in the top ten several days.  Fans continue to connect with SHARK WEEK year-round 

at facebook.com/sharkweek and on Twitter via @SharkWeek and #sharkweek. 

 
Tune in to the Discovery Channel this summer and don’t say we didn’t warn you! 
 
* [Source: Nielsen Media Research; cume; M-Su 8-11P; LSD P2+; 6-minute qualifier] 
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About Discovery Channel  
Discovery Channel is dedicated to creating the highest quality non-fiction content that informs and 
entertains its consumers about the world in all its wonder, diversity and amazement.  The network, which 
is distributed to 100.1 million U.S. homes, can be seen in over 180 countries, offering a signature mix of 
compelling, high-end production values and vivid cinematography across genres including, science and 
technology, exploration, adventure, history and in-depth, behind-the-scenes glimpses at the people, 
places and organizations that shape and share our world. For more information, please visit 
www.discovery.com.  
 
About Discovery Communications  
Discovery Communications (Nasdaq: DISCA, DISCB, DISCK) is the world’s #1 nonfiction media company 
reaching more than 1.5 billion cumulative subscribers in 210 countries and territories. Discovery is 
dedicated to satisfying curiosity through 130-plus worldwide television networks, led by Discovery 
Channel, TLC, Animal Planet, Science and Investigation Discovery, as well as US joint venture networks 
OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network, The Hub and 3net, the first 24-hour 3D network. Discovery also is a 
leading provider of educational products and services to schools and owns and operates a diversified 
portfolio of digital media services, including HowStuffWorks.com. For more information, please visit 
www.discoverycommunications.com. 
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